
Robustness of Tensor Product this paper, one of the I/O vectors represented a
predicate, and the other two represented a pairNetworks Using Distributed of arguments. The information represented in

Representations the tensor (i.e. in the binding unit structure)
was thus relational information such as

William H. Wilson larger–than(mare, foal) (the analogical reasoning
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The University of New South Wales proportional analogies such as mother is to
baby as mare is to what?)
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University of Queensland tensor, one computes the tensor product

larger–than⊗mare⊗foal of vectors representing
Abstract the concepts larger–than, mare, and foal and

adds it to the values stored in the binding units:
This paper describes experiments on on thethus if l represents larger–than, m represents
robustness of tensor product networks usingmare, and f represents foal, one would add
distributed representations, for simple li*mj* fk to the value stored in  binding unit bijk.
analogical reasoning tasks and straightforward
recall tasks. The networks retainedA simple mechanism allows retrieval
satisfactory performance on analogical(“unbinding”) of the stored information - for
reasoning tasks when over half of the bindingdetails see [2, 3, 5].
units in the network were destroyed.
Performance when some binding units wereFigure 1 shows the binding units and
damaged by causing them to generatinginput/output vectors in an 8x8x8 tensor product
random values was robust, though lessnetwork.
impressive.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes experiments on the
robustness of the tensor product network used
for the STAR model [2, 3] of analogical
problem solving. In the experiments, nodes in
the network (“neurons”) were damaged by
causing them to produce either always zero
output, or else random output, and then, in
each case, the performance of the resulting
network was assessed with various
proportions of the neurons so damaged.

2 Tensor Product Networks in STAR

Tensor product networks have been used as
one-shot learning systems for applications like
the modelling of variable binding and for
working memory structures in connectionist Figure 1: finding out for which y P(x,y) holds
implementations of production system using a tensor product network.
architectures [1, 5]. A tensor product network
has a rank: the rank of the networks used in3 Analogical Reasoning in STAR
the experiments described in this paper was 3,
and we will describe tensor product networksThe STAR model of human analogical
in terms of the rank 3 case. reasoning [2, 3] uses tensor product networks

based on orthonormal sets of representation
A rank 3 tensor product network has 3vectors, with exact unbinding [5]. As an aim
dimensions - of size p,q, and r , say. Its of the STAR model is to provide a distributed
processing units include pqr binding units, model of analogical reasoning, it is desirable
and input/output units grouped into 3 vectorsfor the representation vectors to have a high
of length p, q and r . In the underlying proportion of non-zero components. This can
application for the experiments described inbe achieved in a systematic way by using the
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square matrix all of whose entries are ±1, such their value on each occasion one was
that HHT=nIn.) called for in order to contribute to

computing an output vector was a small
Hadamard matrices of size nxn are known to uniform random value (a different one on
exist for a wide range of n divisible by 4 each occasion).
(including all n of the form 2m) [4]. For
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example, for n=8, there is the matrix:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1

The mechanism used by STAR, then, is to
associate with each concept that is to be
represented a representation vector which is a
member of an orthonormal basis for the
representation space and which has no zeroFigure 2: Simplified analogical reasoning with a
components. Facts involving the concepts oftensor product network - the triangular symbols
interest, whether relevant to the reasoningrepresent a rank 3 tensor product.
problem or not, are stored in the binding units.The effect of randomization damage, of course,

depends on the range [–ρ,ρ] of numbers fromIn these networks, the I/O vectors can servewhich the uniform random value is drawn.both as input or output vectors at any time.
Thus, to outline the STAR method, to solveWhen binding units in the tensor product weremother is to baby as mare is to what? the killed in the experiments, the unit to be killedsystem presents (representations of) mother was chosen in a uniform random way: if theand baby as inputs to the argument vector in theunit so selected happened to be already “dead”,tensor, and the output at the predicate vector isthen another unit was chosen in the same way.the sum of the vectors representing predicatesThe same procedure was used in choosing arelating mother to baby: e.g. loves, feeds, unit to randomize.
larger-than.

The methods used to test the effect ofThis unanalysed vector is then presented as andamaging the network were to kill orinput to the tensor product network (again onrandomize a certain percentage of the units andthe predicate “axis”) along with the then to compare the performance of therepresentation of mare, on the first argument network (a) on standard analogical reasoningaxis. The output on the second argument axistasks, and (b) on straightforward recall tasksis a linear combination of concepts, and, as(“is larger-than(mare, rabbit) true”) with thedescribed in [2, 3], the basis vector with theknown performance of an intact network.highest coefficient in this linear combination is
the answer to the proportional analogyIn the case of an analogical reasoning task, theproblem. This is illustrated in Figure 2 in criterion for success is that the patternsimplified form. representing the correct answer should have a

coefficient significantly larger than the next4 The Experiments
largest coefficient.
In the case of a recall task, the measure ofThe networks used for simulating analogical
recall of a known fact in an intact network isreasoning were damaged in two ways:
1.0, computed from the formula:

(a) by “killing” binding units in the tensor
recall(P(arg1,arg2)) = ∑ijkbijkPiarg1jarg2kproduct network -that is, setting their

remembered value to zero, so that theirand the degree of performance degradation of a
contribution to any output vector would bedamaged network was measured by a triple (rf,zero under all circumstances; rn, rm) where rf is the proportion of known

(b) by “randomizing” binding units, so that facts for which the recall measure is greater



than some cutoff C, rn is the proportion of a Degradation of recognition as 
neurons are "killed" - results 
of a typical run.
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sample of expressible non-facts for which the
recall measure is greater than the cutoff C, and
rm is the sum of the recall measures for the
known facts. By “known facts”, we mean the
facts which the original undamaged network
knew. The choice of the cutoff C is a trade-off,
if C is large, the network will be deemed to
forget known facts quickly, and if C is small, it
will seem to “recall” non-facts when the
proportion of damaged units is small. All of rf,
rn, rm are normalised to lie between 0 (nothing
recalled) and 1 (everything recalled).

The results of these experiments were
Figure 3: Effect of killing units on analogy-solving,compared with the results of experiments using
using a distributed representation.a tensor product network which did not use

distributed representations. Without loss of
5.2 Killing units: effect on recallgenerality, one can use the standard basis of

the underlying vector spaces for the
With the recall cutoff C set to 0.4, all knownrepresentation vectors in this case.
facts could often be recalled until more than
30% of units hand been destroyed. A typical5 Results
run is shown in Figure 4. With a non-
distributed representation, again, results were5.1 Killing units: effect on analogy
variable: the first 10% of units killed could
include the 20 binding units that encode the 20The analogy is regarded as solved provided the
facts. Killing units in this representationrecognition score for the correct answer to the
cannot introduce spurious “facts”.analogy problem is significantly greater than the

next highest score. This proved to be the case
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for the distributed representation until around
80% of the binding units had been killed.

Figure 3 illustrates a typical pattern of
degradation. With the non-distributed
representation, performance varied widely from
run to run, depending on when critical binding
units happened to be randomly deleted. There is
some robustness built into the analogy
algorithm, in that more than one fact may tend
to suggest that a particular concept is the
solution to the analogy problem (mare:foal is
analogous to woman:baby in more than one
respect), so that in some runs a large number ofFigure 4: Effect of killing units on recall, using a
units can be destroyed before the analogydistributed representation.
problem becomes unsolvable. However, in the
worst case, damaging less than 10% of the5 . 3 Randomizing units: effect on
neurons could make a particular analogy analogy
problem unsolvable. In the runs observed in
this experiment, in fact, the standard analogyWhen binding units were randomized, in the
problem did not become unsolvable until 40%sense described above, the network remained
of the binding units were killed. robust from the point of view of analogical

tasks, although, at a “noise volume” setting of
ρ = 0.1, not quite as robust as when units were
killed instead. An example of the degradation
of performance as binding units are
randomized is shown in Figure 5. With a non-
distributed representation, performance is
uneven and unreliable, depending on whether
critical binding units/facts are randomized
early.
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randomized units produce different outputs
each time they are used. The points plotted in
Figure 6 are an average of 5 recall attempts.

6 Conclusions

Tensor product networks using orthonormal
distributed representations for the activations
projected into the network along the input axes
are relatively robust to destruction of individual
neurons. They are less robust to randomization
of neurons: i.e. changing neuron output so that
the neuron emits a small random output no
matter what input it gets, but still perform
reasonably well under these conditions.

Figure 5: Effect of randomizing units on analogy-
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Figure 6: Effect of randomizing units on recall, using a
distributed representation.

With a distributed representation, as shown in
Figure 6, recall remains good until about 40 %
of the binding units are randomized (with ρ =
0.1 and C =0.4), and then decays fairly
rapidly. It should be noted that the recall
performance (and indeed the analogical
reasoning performance) at a particular level of
randomization is not a constant, as the


